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Over the last two years, we have heard several people quoting what they may believe to be a Chinese curse:
“May you live in interesting times.” These last two years have certainly been interesting, but there isn’t such a
curse in Chinese culture; it is most likely a paraphrase of British Statesman Joseph Chamberlain, father of Prime
Minister Neville Chamberlain, from a speech he made in 1898:

“I think that you will all agree that we are living in most interesting
times. I never remember myself a time in which our history was so full,
in which day by day brought us new objects of interest, and let me say
also, new objects for anxiety.”

This concept of “new objects of interest” and “new objects for anxiety” can certainly apply to the last two years
of the pandemic… the isolation of lockdowns, the uncertainty regarding contagion, certain societal divides
regarding the various ways forward, and the sudden loss of loved ones as a result of the virus. However, these
times have also brought about great care and compassion for others, love and charity displayed through
daily stories of help, and true sacrifice. We have become ever more grateful for the roles of first responders
and medical personnel, local charities, neighbors with open arms and doors, families making changes and
sacrifices to help each other, and the amazing advances in medicine.
We can also think about Chamberlain’s quote from a financial markets perspective. While that may seem an
indelicate transition, it is not meant to lessen the severity of the pandemic’s toll or the “rising above,” which
so many have exhibited. Rather, this is a quarterly letter about markets, economies and how we see the path
forward in navigating them as these, too, have created both new interests and new anxieties.
We have seen one of the most rapid shifts in equity markets, from the severe drawdown in the first quarter of
2020, through the rebound during the remainder of that calendar year, and culminating in a jaw-dropping rise
in 2021. We say that not only from the perspective of the almost 29% return on the S&P 500 over the trailing 12
months. We are also looking at the trailing three years, up nearly the same amount at 26%, and the trailing five
years, up almost 18.5% on an annualized basis. That includes the 30%+ drawdown in 2020! Bonds are up 4.8%
and 3.6% over those same periods, generally outpacing inflation. Balanced stock and bond portfolios have
delivered nearly double digit returns over the last five years, significantly increasing their ability to spend in real
dollars. Portfolios were handsomely rewarded for taking risk, especially equity risk.
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That spectacular rise in equity values also gives rise to an anxiety that many investors, and we as asset
allocators, are now experiencing. Stock price increases tend to have two main drivers: earnings and multiples.
While investors often get excited about changes in management, or new products, or markets, and news cycles
like to focus on those stories, all of those really boil down to the ability to increase the amount of earnings the
company will enjoy in the future. The present value of those earnings represents the asset that investors own,
and increasing earnings generally reflect in increasing stock price. Multiples, or P/E’s, showcase how much
investors are willing to pay for those earnings, and that relationship changes over time. When investors have
more choices to invest their assets, such as when interest rates are relatively high, there are interesting and
viable alternatives besides stocks, and P/E’s tend to be on the lower end. Conversely, when there are not many
choices, investors are more willing to pay up for earnings, leading to higher P/E’s. It is also fair to add that the
more certain those future earnings are, the more any investor would be willing to pay, and vice versa.
Looking back over the last two years, we see 2020 was the year of increasing multiples (P/E’s) and 2021 was
the year of increasing earnings. In 2020, investors anticipated the eventual end to lock downs, as well as the
rebound in corporate earnings, and were willing to pay up ahead of the actual realization of increased sales.
In fact, forward-looking earnings per share actually went down, but investors were willing to pay 20%+ more
for earnings than they were the previous year. Interest rates were near rock bottom (which eventually became
a very good thing for mortgage borrowers and the housing market) and the choices tended to be stocks or
nothing. Additionally, investors were banking on a rebound in earnings as Covid restrictions were lifted. In
2021, the earnings growth materialized, with forward estimates shooting up 28% for the S&P 500 stocks. P/E’s
actually came down a little, perhaps adjusting for their leap the year prior.
Stocks Rose in 2020 Entirely Due to
Rising P/Es & Decreasing Risks

Stocks Rose in 2021 Entirely Due to
Rising EPS & Eco Expectations!

S&P 500 Return Breakdown (2020)

S&P 500 Return Breakdown (2021 YTD)

Source: Cornerstone Macro
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Source: Strategas Research Partners, FactSet

Where does this leave us today? Can earnings still grow at such high rates? Will investors be willing to pay
even more for those earnings than they already do? Let’s take a look at what 2022 could bring us from both an
earnings standpoint and a multiple expansion point of view.
The strong run of earnings in 2021 had three main contributors: massive fiscal stimulus, the relaxing of
lock downs, and some price inflation. The U.S. government helped households in 2020 and 2021 with
unprecedented levels of benefits and fiscal support, which led to a material increase in household income
-even with the high levels of unemployment at the front end of the pandemic and lockdowns - and increases
in household wealth. That wealth found its way, through pent-up demand, into increased buying as well as
into increased investing (which we will cover next when we think about multiples.) Stuck at home with some
extra money in their bank accounts, people bought more “stuff” than they ever had before. Because of the
supply chain imbalances that also made so much news as that demand hit markets, many businesses were
able to also push through some price increases, further helping earnings. But those double-digit year-overyear increases are truly more exceptions rather than rules, and the fiscal benefits have ended.

The U.S. government helped households in 2020 and 2021 with
unprecedented levels of benefits and fiscal support, which led to a
material increase in household income -even with the high levels of
unemployment at the front end of the pandemic and lockdowns and increases in household wealth.
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Today, we see more ordinary 7%-9% forecasts for growth in earnings, and even those numbers are probably
optimistic, since calendar year earnings tend to shrink as the year progresses. That could leave investors with
a more mundane 5%-7% earnings growth for 2022. Remember, we are thinking about the change in stock
prices, which relates to the change in earnings. No doubt, 2022 is shaping up to be a record year in terms of
absolute earnings, but the change from 2021 isn’t expected to be nearly as big as it has been, leading to a
little help in increasing stock prices, but not of great significance.
When we think about P/E’s, we tend to look at history, to see the range of multiples and the current price
per unit of earnings. Over the last ten years, the S&P 500 has had a range of earnings multiples between 11.4
times and 22.9 times. Today, it stands at about 20.7. One can see that much of that above average multiple
is coming from the Growth side of the index; Value does not look quite as expensive versus its history, and
certainly non-U.S. equities look a lot more like their longer-term averages than the Technology sector and
Growth heavy S&P 500.
Current NTM P/E vs 10 Year High, Low & Average

Source: FactSet, Data as of 12/31/2021
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The P/E number doesn’t necessarily scare us, since the alternative which we most often use to compare
against, the risk-free 10-year Treasury, isn’t providing investors with much for which to get excited. We have to
consider valuations in light of what else we can buy, and at its current yield of 1.77% (as of 1/7/22), Treasuries
are still substantially lower than the earnings yield of the stock market. This has pushed investors towards
stocks, with household ownership of stocks and mutual funds also hitting all-time highs in 2021. That buying
helped prices, but it, too, will likely slow. While multiples could always go higher from here, the fact that
interest rates are expected to skew higher helps limit that tendency, along with potentially waning demand.
Since we expect earnings growth to be mid-single digits and multiple expansion to be contained, we tend
to believe that stock returns in the near future will be mid-single digits as well. That also assumes there are
no other factors which might make us anxious. A few things that have the potential to materially change the
trajectory of markets and prices include the Federal Reserve and Covid.
5-Year Forward Inflation Expectations

Source: Federal Reserve Economic Research Division

As we point out in our call-out box highlighting market activity in 2021, bonds have not bought into the
mainstream media’s storyline of runaway inflation. We see that in the basic Treasury yield curve and more
explicitly in the forward curve of Treasury Inflation Protected Securities break evens. While inflation has
certainly increased, as measured by the Consumer Price Index, the bond market does not believe that
increase is systemic. In other words, markets believe that inflation will gradually come back down to earth in
the coming months. Looking out over rolling five-year periods, markets do not think inflation is going to be
materially higher than it has been over the last decade, and actually a little lower than many points. As noted
earlier, demand for goods skyrocketed during the pandemic at the same time that Covid-related supply chain
issues made it harder to satisfy that demand.
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The Decomposition of Core CPI Inflation

As shown above, this supply/demand imbalance has been responsible for substantially all of the inflation over
the past year. We expect that as supply chains are reestablished and the world opens back up more fully in the
spring and summer months, goods inflation will subside, leading core inflation down with it.
What does make the bond market anxious, and by extension stock markets as well, is a Federal Reserve that is
too eager to increase rates to address what the market thinks is a non-existent inflation problem. The Fed has,
in its minutes, let the public know it is preparing for a series of interest rate hikes, in addition to completing
the quantitative easing it began at the start of the pandemic. It is even considering quantitative tightening
(which is a new term for all of us and relates to the reduction of the Fed Balance Sheet which has ballooned to
more than $8.7 trillion as part of the easing it undertook to help with the economy during COVID.) Increasing
interest rates could modestly reduce demand, but this will do little or nothing to ease the supply chain issues
generated by Covid, making it questionable if a few rate hikes would actually have a meaningful impact on
inflation at all. It could take a slowing of the economy through a significant policy change to actually dent
demand. A noted commentator observed that the one thing the Fed does better than anything is to raise rates
until something breaks, kicking off a recession or triggering a market sell-off. Futures markets see at least
three rate hikes over the next 12 months, and the chance of a fourth hike in that same period is close to 50%.
That much tightening, along with Fed bond selling, could certainly change the appetite investors have for
risky assets.

We expect that as supply chains are reestablished and the world
opens back up more fully in the spring and summer months, goods
inflation will subside, leading core inflation down with it.
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As an “object of interest” rather than anxiety, the initial medical insights from the Omicron variant may give
a hint at the transition of society’s acceptance of the virus from pandemic to accepting the virus as endemic.
The scary thing about Omicron - its substantially higher infection rate over previous variants - could lead
to a benefit for the world. Initial epidemiological results show that the much higher infection rates are not
coincident with much higher hospitalization rates, and breakthrough infections of Omicron have tended
to lead to less severe symptoms and outcomes, along with much higher levels of overall antibodies in
those who were infected. It is estimated by the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation that by the time
Omicron peaks in the U.S., 60% or more of us will have been infected by it, and the CDC predicts that at least
92% of the U.S. population will have been exposed, vaccinated, or both at the end of this wave. While this
would not get us to the mythical “herd immunity” that was discussed earlier in the pandemic, it should get
us to a point where a Covid infection for most is not as serious as it once was thought to be. Good news on
the pandemic front should lead to positive news for the economy and could translate into positive news for
financial markets.
As we try to forecast markets for 2022 and position our portfolios accordingly, we see less of the
“exceptional” we have experienced over the last couple of years and a transition to more of the “usual.” We
predict that will result in more ordinary equity returns, with a much smaller return advantage over bonds.
We see the potential for a more normal world in terms of the virus, travel, day-to-day experiences and
economic activity. We see less reason to be overweight stocks because the fiscal and monetary stimulus
has ended, and the potential pick up in return over bonds is not enough of a benefit to offset the safety we
would like to have if anything “anxiety producing” should occur. Moving forward in 2022 and beyond, we
will continue to focus on participating in perhaps slow growth, while also protecting the stellar returns the
markets have provided over the last five years. We are optimistic about return prospects, while remaining
realistic that a significant amount of these returns came at the expense of central bank and government
help, increasing balance sheets and deficits. While we would all prefer to experience “objects of interest”
this next year, we need to be prepared for some things that will make us quite anxious. Actually, this is the
entire reason for portfolio management.
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Important Notes And Disclosures
This Quarterly Summary is being made available for educational purposes only, and should
not be used for any other purpose. Certain information contained herein concerning
economic trends and performance is based on or derived from information provided by
independent third-party sources. Diversified Trust Company, Inc. believes that the sources
from which such information has been obtained are reliable; however, it cannot guarantee
the accuracy of such information and has not independently verified the accuracy or
completeness of such information or the assumptions on which such information is based.
Opinions expressed in these materials are current only as of the date appearing herein and
are subject to change without notice. The information herein is presented for illustration
and discussion purposes only and is not intended to be, nor should it be construed as,
investment advice or an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities or any type
of description. Nothing in these materials is intended to be tax or legal advice, and clients are
urged to consult with their own legal advisors in this regard.
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